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EXCLUSIVE: Face masks may raise risk
of stillbirths, testicular dysfunction
and cognitive decline due to build-up
of carbon dioxide, disputed study
claims

The NIOSH eight-hour threshold limit for safe CO2 concentrations is 0.5 percent
The researchers found that almost all of the studies exceeded that standard
But studies were in mice and rats and didn't look directly at effects of mask use
Authors have been criticized for drawing conclusions without proper evidence

By CAITLIN TILLEY, HEALTH REPORTER FOR DAILYMAIL.COM
UPDATED: 16:18 EDT, 8 May 2023

Face masks may raise the risk of stillbirths, testicular dysfunction and cognitive
decline in children, an 'explosive' new study has claimed.

Authors of a review of dozens of studies on face coverings suggested they can
cause mild carbon dioxide poisoning when worn over long periods.

The German academics who carried out the research believe masks create a pocket
of dead space between the mouth and mask, which traps the toxic gas.

They say the build-up of CO2 in pregnant women's bodies could cause
complications for the unborn fetus. They point out that CO2 also contributes to
oxidative stress, which can affect cognition and cause testicular issues in men.

But independent doctors have questioned the conclusions of the study — which
never directly looked at health complications and mask use, describing the link as
'unlikely'.

One study the German researchers looked at found that just 0.3 percent prolonged CO2
exposure to both pregnant rats and young mice led to brain damage, heightened anxiety and
poorer memory. Another found that male mice exposed to 2.5 percent CO2 for four hours —
equal to 0.5 percent for humans — resulted in the destruction of testicular cells and sperm. A
third study found that three percent CO2 (equivalent of 0.8 percent for humans) in pregnant
rats caused stillbirth and birth defects
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Alluding to the surge in stillbirths during the pandemic, the German researchers
said: 'Circumstantial evidence exists that popular mask use may be related to current
observations of a significant rise of 28 percent to 33 percent in stillbirths worldwide.'

'[And] reduced verbal, motor, and overall cognitive performance of two full standard
deviations in scores in children born during the pandemic,' the researchers wrote in
the paper, published in the journal Heliyon.

But the study could not conclusively prove that the masks were directly responsible
for any of these complications.

Dr Stuart Fischer, an emergency care physician in New York, questioned whether
there was a 'toxic buildup' of CO2. 

He said: 'I wouldn’t say this happens, because the body adjusts the pH, the acid/base
balance very quickly. Respiratory acidosis due to facemasks is unlikely although
short-term side effects might affect people with chronic lung disease.'

The German research team gathered data from 43 previously published studies on
exposure to CO2, mask-wearing and pregnancy.

They found that after wearing a mask for more than five minutes, CO2 levels in the
inhaled air rose to between 1.4 percent and 3.2 percent.

One mask study conducted in Germany, researchers measured the CO2
concentration of air behind surgical masks worn by 15 healthy men. Within 30
minutes, the CO2 concentration rose to roughly 2.8-3.2 percent.

In another study in Italy, scientists measured the air under surgical masks worn in a
lab and found a concentration between 0.22 and 0.29 percent within five minutes. 

Masks provide breathing resistance and create a dead space that traps CO2, leading
to more inhaled and re-breathed CO2, the reviewers said.

The gas makes up around 0.04 percent of all inhaled air, for comparison, and the 
Department of Agriculture said safe levels should be below 0.5 percent for eight-
hour exposure.

One study found that exposure to 0.48 percent CO2 for 10 minutes daily for 20 days in
pregnant guinea pigs led to stillbirth and birth defects in 68 percent of pups
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Masks make 'little to no
difference' to Covid
infections, massive
study finds 

Masks made 'little to no difference' to
Covid infection or death rates,
according to one of the most
comprehensive meta-analyses of face
coverings. 

The researchers then looked at studies that focused on the effect of similar CO2
levels on animals such as mice and rats.

Mammals such as mice and rats with prolonged exposed to 0.3 percent carbon
dioxide gave birth to offspring which had 'irreversible neuron damage', the review
found.

In total, the researchers looked at studies dating back from the start of the scientific
databases they searched until November 30, 2021. 

The main caveat of the research is that
the studies looking at the potential toxic
effects of carbon dioxide are animal
studies - because these experiments
would not be ethical in humans. 

The researchers also noted that none of
the studies in their review looked directly
at mask use and miscarriages, infertility
and neurodevelopment disorders.

The researchers also noted that the exact
effects of toxic levels of CO2 on unborn
life is not known in great detail.

Carbon dioxide is known to contribute to
oxidative stress, which the researchers
suggested would hinder fetal
development. 

Dr Kevin Bass, cell and molecular biology
PhD student, said on Twitter that the new
paper was 'explosive'.

But he said: 'We do not have any good
evidence in pregnant women... of the
long-term effects of mask-wearing and
therefore no evidence that these effects
occur in women.'

He added: 'All we have are animal studies and a clear indication that changes in CO2
concentrations do occur in mask-wearing women.'

Stillbirths and pregnancy complications rose during the Covid pandemic, and
preeclampsia and other pregnancy complications were blamed on the virus.

Factors other than mask-wearing are likely to be at play, such as hospital closures
and delayed care. 

It comes after three years of fierce debate about the effectiveness of masks.

The biggest review by the Cochrane Institute, the 'gold standard' of evidence-based
reviews, based in London, found they made little to no difference to infections but
smaller studies suggest there is a lower risk of catching Covid.
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Share or comment on this article: Face masks may raise risk of stillbirths, testicular
issues and cognitive decline, study says

Mask mandates on transportation systems in America were backed by penalties of
up to $3,000 for repeat offenders.

Former director of the National Institute of Allergy and Infectious Diseases Dr
Anthony Fauci initially advised people not to wear masks, which he later claimed
because he was concerned there would not be enough for healthcare workers.

He went on to advise that everyone should wear a mask.
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Swift, Utopia, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Drum roll..... and with all of these horrible side effects they also do not stop a virus getting in and
some of us knew that right from the start of lock down and mask mandates. Clown world strikes
again.

1272406
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Dr.DB, Emerald City, United States, 4 months ago

yep they were warned. They chose the herd and now they're being weaned. Too bad for
the children but hey - now they've got DragQueenStoryHour being shoved up against
those masks.

11250

Click to rate

OnFyre, Baygumpura, United States, 4 months ago

And now they're telling parents to NEVER kiss a baby or allow anyone else to kiss a baby
-- not on the head, the hands, the feet, nothing -- until they're at least 2 months old. It's
insanity!

8142
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iaidoman1695, Stoke on Trent, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The world now has a major shortage... of.... conspiracy theorists..... maybe they weren't
all mad. They could find stuff out for themselves and not believe the media. "Whoever
controls the media controls the minds"

4152
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JensonPB, Planet Earth, South Georgia And The South Sandwich Islands, 4 months ago

wearing masks isn't a new thing, so there is no excuses like they made with vaccine that
it's all a trial as it's an emergency situation. The masks also have copious amounts of
chemicals and microplastics

5118

Londonstandave, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago
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struck down by polio
shared video of what
happens when it starts
to break

Incredible footage
shows moment an otter
escapes orca by
jumping on a boat

Alex Murdaugh
demands second
murder trial based on
'newly discovered
evidence' as his
attorneys prepare
bombshell press
conference

Orlando teen, 15,
flashes eerie smile as
he's arrested for murder
after little girl, 6, is shot
dead in her living room
and 19-year-old man is
killed

Married NYC rabbi
Yosef Mordechai
Paryzer is charged with
'rape by deception' and
arrested in Jerusalem
after 'duping 30 women'
with fake Tinder profile
pretend...

Two more rabid bats
found in Utah. Animals
test positive for rabies,
a disease '100 percent'
fatal in humans

I want to name my
baby after my favorite
CAR: Trolls claim they
will be bullied at school
but I love it

Jenna Bush Hager
complains husband
Henry is NEVER asked
about his work-life
balance - as she
launches into
passionate rant 

Multimillionaire mogul
Barbara Corcoran
reveals exactly how to
secure a raise - even if
you're told there is NO
budget

PICTURED: Baby and
her siblings, aged 9 and
11, killed in horror crash
alongside their grandma
after 15-year-old joy
riders sped through
stop sign in Florida

Martha Stewart, 82,
returns with another
sizzling thirst trap while
on a trip to Italy... as she
cozies up with Patrick
Dempsey
Here she comes  

Skull of 8.7-million-
year-old ape found in
Turkey suggests our
ancestors evolved in
Europe and NOT Africa,
study claims
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Scientists who don't accept the coin said this all along. If masks were effective ...nature over 
years would have given you a natural mask...oh it did .the nasal passage and all the hairs an
in there. Putting on a mask had nothing to do with health...it's a well known technique in histo
the wearer subservient and docile ..ring a bell?
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Pepsi Xpat, nowhere, Antarctica, 4 months ago

Keep any company emails that dictated you to wear face masks. They're now liable .

141
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AlistairJT, Sussex, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

They reduce the water droplets from your breath from reaching others, to protect others. Tha
point.

26
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Anonymous, Unknown, 4 months ago

Yes, we did, didn't we? They don't stop viral transmission.

101
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NO2ID2020, Reformist., United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Pretty obvious there ccould be nasty side effects. If wearing a mask to protect us from viruse
ever a safe or sensible thing to do, after 80 million years of evolution would nature not have
developed one. It did not, CO2 neds to be expelled and oxygen breathed in, mess with that v
basic function and fact of human life and there will be consequences. Still when has logic an
human biology ever stood in the way of political agendas and objectives. The only surprise is
many supposedly 'educated' people simply went along with the whole idea that wearing a fac
mask did anything to stop a virus or prolonged use would have no consequences. There are
ignorant parents making their children wear them, even today, goodness knows what harm t
must be doing to young lungs still developing.
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SCallander, Here, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Worked in the medical profession did you ? Thought not.

17
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Nedfumpkin, Hamilton-Canada, 4 months ago

You get more C02 from a single cigarette than you would from wearing a mask all day.

17
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WhiteTroll, Under the bridge, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Another 'conspiracy theory' that is actually a conspiracy. Understand that they want us all de
this all makes total sense.

129
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Londonstandave, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Surgeons wear medical masks for a number of reasons. Mainly though to stop them gobbing
open wounds when they are directly above them (or onto surgical instruments)...but also inca
of grisle and fluids come from the open wound and go into the surgeon's gpb. There's also th
phycological reason of masks being a visual reminder to all in the operating theatre that they
doing surgery . It ain't about stopping others catching a cold
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SCallander, Here, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Best tell all surgeons and their nurses not to wear masks ... and do tell them what is in a tabl
truth. I have worked in operating theatres, ICU and ER .... I won't cite science I will cite the da
il.
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SCallander, Here, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Come one and come all with TB and Diphtheria which has now risen it's ugly head again in t

44
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cupandsaucer, Junktown, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You obeyed and you will pay. But the covid SCANDAL netted millions for the lucky few!!!

93

Treebeard1, Leighton buzzard, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lisa Rinna, 60, shows
off plenty as she goes
bra-free in a white tank
top while  dancing at
her Los Angeles home...
after a lake vacation
with her family

EXCLUSIVE  Nikki
Lund poses in blue
lingerie as she reveals
the 6/1 Diet that keeps
her thin as she heads to
Nashville for her
singing career

I gave Dodi the OK to
take Diana out from the
Ritz... if I'd said 'no' they
would still be alive:
ANDREW NEIL reveals
how his old boss
Mohamed Al Fayed
blamed h...

JAN MOIR: If Holly
Willoughby and Alison
Hammond dancing was
meant to suggest fun,
fun, fun... it fooled no
one
Pious and censorious  

Priscilla leaves the
80th Venice Film
Festival All Shook Up as
Bella Thorne, Sofia
Coppola  and Priscilla
Presley leads the Lido
glamour at annual event

Katie Price, 45, and
lookalike daughter
Princess, 16, don
matching pink tops
at Doll Beauty launch
event in Liverpool
Side by side  

Amy Hart is engaged!
The Love Island star
reveal boyfriend Sam
Rason has proposed
during surprise public
proposal at the theatre
Happy news 

Kate Lawler defiantly
shows off her cream tea
and sandwich lunch
after  cruel trolls
criticised her weight

Meet the FULL line up
of Your Mum, My Dad: A
therapist, postman and
a PE teacher will join six
other singletons in the
quest for true love
Coming soon  

Chloe Ferry shows off
her hourglass figure in
a skimpy bikini as she
goes paddle boarding
on sun-soaked getaway
to Spain with her
'cheating' ex

Only Fools and Horses
star looks worlds away
from his famous role in
new movie Love
Without Walls... 20
years after the sitcom
ended

Priscilla Presley turns
heads at the Venice Film
Festival as she makes
her first red carpet
appearance since the
death of daughter Lisa
Marie

Davina McCall admits
her son Chester finds
her 'so embarrassing'
as she tells how
families will be able to
'relate' to dating show
My Mum, Your Dad

Who was Steve
Harwell's wife and did
he have kids? Inside the
Smash Mouth singer's
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Still the loons will not be told that masks dont work. They will deny it till they are blue in face, sat on
own in their car with the windows up.
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Commonsenseman, Utopia, 4 months ago

At what cost and actually no they dont

3
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Haydon The Womble, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I've always wondered how people can go a whole day breathing in and out through a dirty m
surely is very unhygienic to be breathing in the oxygen you're supposed to exhale and gradu
deteriorates your immune system in the long term if you persist with it.
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Mjef.uk, Bristol, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Face masks are like tea, coffee, butter, meat, wine etc etc. Good for you one day, bad the ne

11
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Victoria Adams Apple, Hong Kong, China, 4 months ago

Come on this is as much BS as the virus itself. Do you really think Surgeons and Nurses are
likely to be infertile and brain d.amaged because of frequent mask use?

8
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CaraCarrington, Evesham , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

It was clear from day one that masks were about control, not health. Anyone with even the m
basic knowledge of biology knew they couldn't possibly be effective and would actually be ha
NHS medics should never have gone along with government lies.
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Garth70, South of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol, it's hilarious reading the back slapping comments here from the anti maskers/vaxxers. L
you actually read the article, you'll see that there is no supporting evidence for the study, and
debunked numerous times, and it goes on to mention actual factors that may be the cause, a
not masks! Read the article and not just the headline!
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captains log, manchester, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

So you are saying that viruses are too small to be blocked by the mask but CO2 is? Ok fair e
....
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Commonsenseman, Utopia, 4 months ago

And cigarettes kill you - ludicrous thing to say

5
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DR39, Melbourne, Australia, 4 months ago

Drum roll..To the anti vaxxes who will never be trusted again by main stream society.

6
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JJ, The World, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Where I live, they forced young children (at no risk from the virus) to wear masks for school f
months on end, and caused so much elevated anxiety amongst them. It's pretty sad what
happened.
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Talirehun, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And all the smart people still using them... Seriously?! I worked in a COVID ward and none o
was this paranoid. Outside of the UK/EU though. We all survived, much lower hospitalisation
than in the UK. Moved out of the UK during the second lock down because I couldn't watch m
young children any more being locked up for month, then wearing masks, daily tests, washin
with soap for 5 minutes at school and then still use alcoholic disinfectant on hands. Best dec
ever. They went on with there sports here, went to school, no mask , no other rubbish. One h
asymptomatic COVID but I was with COVID patients day and night at the hospital.

26

Sacko, Nottingham, 4 months ago

What a load of cobblers!

tumultuous love life
after he dies aged 56
Sad news  

Strictly's Johannes
Radebe discusses the
importance of
monogamy after being
linked to John Whaite -
as the TV cook issues
warning to new stars

Holly Willoughby's
This Morning return
falls flat: Beleaguered
ITV fails to win over
viewers who slam
'cringe' musical opening

Danny Cipriani's wife
Victoria reaches out to
his exes - including
Kelly Brook and Kirsty
Gallacher - in wake of
shock book revelations

Furious Italians ban
Kanye West and 'wife'
Bianca Censori for life
after couple commit a
lewd act on a boat in
Venice: 'He is no longer
welcome'

Jermain Defoe and his
girlfriend Alisha LeMay
look more loved-up than
ever as they share a
kiss during friend's
wedding in Bali
Smitten  

Bella Thorne cuts a
glamorous figure in a
sweeping ivory gown as
she joins fiancé Mark
Emms at the Priscilla
premiere during 80th
Venice Film Festival

Smash Mouth singer
Steve Harwell is
remembered by Guy
Fieri and NYSNC
members Joey Fatone
and Chris Kirkpatrick...
after his death at 56 

Sydney Sweeney and
fiance Jonathan Davino
go on double date with
Lili Reinhart and her
boyfriend Jack Martin in
Venice
Night out  

'Team Diana': The
Crown fans left
disappointed as Netflix
hints Charles and
Camilla's 2005 nuptials
will be main plot of final
season

Miley Cyrus reveals
she didn't make a dime'
from her 2014 Bangerz
Tour due to her VERY
costly creative choices
It was the 16th highest-
grossing tour of the year

Michelle Keegan looks
incredible in a cut-out
dress while husband
Mark Wright looks
dapper in a beige suit
as they attend a
wedding in Bali

EastEnders bring back
a THIRD dead character 
as Lola Pearce appears
in surprising plot twist -
after Cindy Beale and
Fatboy make an unlikely
return from the grave

Diamonds are a girl's
best friend! Ernest
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Sacko, Nottingham, 4 months ago

Don't feed the paranoid conspiracy theorists

7

Click to rate

Sunshine26, South Hams, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You cannot talk common sense or even reason with the sheep. The Governments behaviour
scientists definitely got through to them and there is no going back as these sheep are a lost
now. I expect they are all looking forward to the Governments interference of our phones with
crap emergency alarms which are just to see how many will still comply today.
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THOMAS77, Swansea, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Masks could stop a fart from seeping through never mind a lab created virus!

26

Click to rate

Haint Blue, Mint Julep, United States, 4 months ago

These plastic-fiber masks (aka breathing restricters) also are made overseas in unknown se
and are not tested or examined for content, cleanliness, nor quality before being applied to th
and breathed through, for untold numbers of hours. Who knows what is woven into or applie
these masks.
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TheClotShotDidIt, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol saw the medical paper where half a group of hospitals didn't use masks in surgery for 6 m
and it made no difference, lol sheeple will be sheeple, back to the jabbotoirs for dose 76 of b
"up to date"
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Kids before Covid, clown world , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You need a psychological assessment if you think that restricting your oxygen intake would ever be
good for your health. They were political theatre.

2 of 15 replies See all replies
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Deleted7211, Deleted, Vatican, 4 months ago

What was really nuts about this posturing exercise is that prior to it, there'd been
countless peer reviewed studies done stating these exact same harmful side effects of
mask wearing that were then cast aside through their inconvenience to the new fear
narrative being pedalled. To the healthy, of course, the risk increases were always said to
be unlikely to harm. That said though, it was still strongly recommended that they only be
worn for short periods and that regular mask breaks were mandatory if wearing them was
a regular part of your day to day job. But then, I guess, fact is always the first casualty of a
propaganda exercise.
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TheClotShotDidIt, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol like a goalkeeper net blocks mosquito Best get another booster... unless you are
under 75, funny how "the science" they agreed on keeps changing, compliance theatre
nothing more.
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Cortina2000E, Bristol, United States, 4 months ago

Come in number 6 your time is up! WE WERE TELLING YOU THIS THREE YEARS AGO !

2 of 9 replies See all replies
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Garth70, South of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol. If you actually read the article, you'll see that there is no supporting evidence for the
study, and it's debunked numerous times, and goes on to mention actual factors that may
be the cause, and it's not masks! Read the article and not just the headline!

11319

oscarbravotango, UK, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And inhaling all the micro plastics in those cheap Chinese made masks most of us were
forced to wear, disgraceful
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T'Pau singer Carol
Decker launches bizarre
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Waitrose over 'cheap'
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Not happy  

EXCLUSIVE
EXCLUSIVE: Matthew
Perry seen arriving at
The Grove in LA in
sweats and a tee before
emerging from Nike
store in brand new outfit

Priscilla Presley
insists she 'never had
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she found Sofia
Coppola's film version
of her memoir 'difficult' 
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James and Ola Jordan
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rare sighting at the Los
Angeles FC against
Inter Miami match in
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Oliver Burke: 'Our new
adventure begins'
Fresh start 

 Myleene Klass sobs
as daughter Ava starts
scholarship while
Kelsey Parker writes to
late husband Tom about
their child as celebs
mark end of summer

Beyonce spends some
quality time with
Vanessa Bryant and her
daughters after they
watched her
Renaissance concert in
LA with Jay-Z

From Bond to The
Rock: The stylish socks
that Hollywood's
leading men can't resist
- and they've released a
new summer collection
you can't miss

Kevin Bacon, 65,
shares rare flashback
photo with Kyra
Sedgwick, 58, as he
celebrates their 35th
wedding anniversary
Happy couple  

Gigi Hadid gives a rare
insight into co-
parenting with ex Zayn
Malik and how their
arrangements impact
her work... as she poses
in lingerie for new shoot
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Andy Pandy 54321, Worcester, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I've noticed the cognitive decline bit, the people still wearing masks in Waitrose look pretty far gone
to me.
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Always opinionated, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

No,Sage A wet piece of rag isn't going to help you

229
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TheClotShotDidIt, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

It's the micro clots in the brain, just like the numb fingers and toes, blocking the tiny
capillarys

09
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Far more died from the so called countermeasures like masks , lockdowns and jabs.... as was
predicted by many who followed real science , and were silenced by the bought press. We must
ensure we have freedom of speech , movement and bodily autonomy in future. This can never
happen again .
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Avery007, Dandenong, Australia, 4 months ago

Of course you did SCall. Just like you would see heaps of car accidents. Should everyone
stop driving? It's a hospital ffs! That's where sick people go.

059
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Fingeronthepulse, FarFarAway, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Obviously YOU are in good health & have little sympathy with the elderly or other people
suffering with breathing problems, who YOU could kill if you infected them!
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Baron Rothschild, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Never wore one. Never will. The masks always were the sign of compliance to tyranny.
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MS222, Tunbridge Wells, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

DR39 you are the problem here.
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suzieQ, london Town, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Trueworldorder Absolutely! Love your comment. I also refused. We have rights. It's time
to exercise them. If asked to wear a mask, I wouldn't. I was refused entry to B n Q on one
occasion so told them I'd take my business to Wickes. No one should have control over
your health!
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j.w81, Glasgow, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

masks offer NO protection
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suzieQ, london Town, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Garth the word 'anti' is as overused as WOKE & SNOWFLAKE. We need oxygen, as
we need water. Imagine drinking your water from an unwashed cloth mask, manufactured
in a filthy factory in China or India with little care given to the cleanliness of the packaging
or the packager. If you wouldn't drink water from it or immerse it in your water WHY put
the filthy thing on your face that doesn't protect you or others?

022

Always opinionated, Plymouth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And yet Garth ,there were no special bins to dispose of these germ ridden cloths or no
structure to how they were worn People were using the same one for ages and keeping
them in dirty pockets etc

Vanessa Feltz hits out
at Celebs Go Dating
backlash: TV presenter
says producers edited
her scenes to make her
look 'rude' after being
branded 'arrogant'

Priyanka Chopra
gushes over 'dreamy'
husband Nick Jonas...
amid claims his brother
Joe Jonas and wife
Sophie Turner are up
and down

Pregnant Victoria's
Secret model Vita
Sidorkina looks glowing
as she displays her
growing bump in a
black bikini on a family
getaway in Mexico

EXCLUSIVE   Ex-
England head coach
Eddie Jones calls
Danny Cipriani's claims
that he asked about sex
life with ex Kirsty
Gallacher 'nonsense'

Christine McGuinness
shows off her ample
cleavage and toned
waist in a  crop top as
she finally returns home
after air traffic control
chaos

Ashley Roberts cuts a
glamorous display in a
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as she makes a stylish
departure from Heart
FM
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mystery boyfriend is
revealed as she 'soft
launches' relationship
with tattooed Irish
musician David Bracken

Eamonn Holmes
reveals he 'can't walk'
and is 'not good' as he
gives worrying health
update... one year after
spinal surgery and
subsequent horrific fall

EXCLUSIVE  Chris
Eubank Jr's trainer is
arrested at Manchester
Airport after a gun was
found in a suitcase by
security checks

Lewis Capaldi laughs
while hobbling on
crutches during pub trip
with pal Niall Horan
after injuring himself
while out walking

Are Joe Jonas and
Sophie Turner back ON?
Singer wears his ring to
perform while wife
watches on from the
audience... after 'hiring
divorce lawyer'

Helen Flanagan
reveals ex Scott Sinclair
was 'the best thing that
ever happened to her'
but admits she doesn't
want to be someone's
wife right now

Sergio Aguero splits
from his model
girlfriend Sofia Calzetti
after a four year
romance as she denies
kissing man in
nightclub

Kristin Chenoweth, 55,
reveals she wore a PINK
gown on her wedding
day to Josh Bryant, 41:
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VivaLaVega13, Charleston, United States, 4 months ago

Ive been saying masks are not healthy since day 1
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SCallander, Here, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Tell that to surgeon and OR nurses next time you have an operation.
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Haydon The Womble, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Doctors and surgeons don't wear masks to protect from Covid. They wear it to avoid
possibly accidentally spitting on patients when performing a check up.
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Clippityclop, timbuctoo, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Who knew?

2 of 4 replies See all replies
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BC, Boulder, United States, 4 months ago

I did.

125
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NO2ID2020, Reformist., United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Everyone except the afeared and ignorant. Even Government knew but they could never
admit it as it was one of its tools of fear, needed to get people to want the useless
vaccines.
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ian100448, Glos, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

OMG whoever would have guessed?

19378
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James By The Sea, Somerset, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The face nappies were for theatre and to promote fear, they never were for any medical purpose
whatsoever.
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Dippy42, Manchester , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Surgeons also don't perform surgery wearing a mask that's been shoved in and out of
jacket pockets/handbags/glove compartments etc.... because that would be unhygienic!
The comparison with a surgical environment and people wandering round supermarkets
is just ludicrous.
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suzieQ, london Town, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

.. And it looked liked the streets were littered with sanitary towels during the height of
covid, as people just discarded those paper masks on the streets. Awful times!
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Pipsma, Valencia, Spain, 4 months ago

And I was verbally abused and called names at the beginning of rhe pandemic when masks were
mandatory and this was my argument. Your mouth is your bodys exhaust pipe.
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Alexia1980, Surrey, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

There was no pandemic is the penny still not dropping? If they was a killer virus the
government would have been in underground bunkers not having cheese and wine
parties. Wake up ffs.
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'I didn't want to wear
white'
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The Bullet Train actress,
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Steven Piet, 32, in Spain
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clubs for a tennis racket
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Swapped golf for tennis at
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- after sharing full story
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Castle 'after King
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Ant and Dec share
emotional tribute after
ITV axes iconic channel
after 40 years: 'End of
an era'

EXCLUSIVE  Lizzo
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black bra and panties as
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friends in Malibu

Makeup-free Renee
Zellweger looks casual
while walking her dog in
LA... amid claims she is
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Crazy Brit Samurai, Somewhere over the Rainbow, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I have an exhaust pipe at each end. Vroom vroom.
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Anonymous, Unknown, 4 months ago

So another far right conspiracy theory proven right yet again. Getting tired of this.
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altreds, Altrincham, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Why are you choosing to believe this "scientific report" and not the ones that are positive
about masks? Could it be because it suits your agenda?
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Truthisthelight, City of Atlantis, Mauritania, 4 months ago

Altreds you just correctly confirmed that mainstream science is whatever is funded the
most, whether scientific fact or not.

19
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King Gruntfuttock, Peasemoldia, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

So basically wearing masks was a waste of time ..Having vaccines was a waste of time ..Working
from home was a waste of time plus it helped wreck the economy and Lockdowns also made no
difference and most definitely wrecked the economy and peoples mental health did we actually do
anything right !
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Commonsenseman, Utopia, 4 months ago

Needed to get inflation going to allow interest rates to rise and correct the false-economy.
However there is a price to pay, many.
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suzieQ, london Town, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Road123, that is also true. Hand sanitizer also removes healthy bacteria.

07
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pip, Tel-Aviv, Israel, 4 months ago

People wore them as a sign of obedience.
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Poppy Clarke, inthesticks, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

or consideration of others
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keithys, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Poppy the eternal masker how sad
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TrueWorldOrder777777, Bum, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The anti vaxxers were right. Still awaiting an apology .
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Click to rate

Angry_Parent_USA, Across the USA, United States, 4 months ago

That damn Gene Simmons & Howard Stern will never apologize.
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Truthisthelight, City of Atlantis, Mauritania, 4 months ago

Stop referring to people as anti vaxxers. Wanting transparency and freedom of choice
doesn't mean you should instantly be labelled ANTI vaxx.
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and Kyle Richards wish
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sizzling social media
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Dallas and Sherlock
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away aged 80
BREAKING

Tributes for Smash
Mouth singer Steve
Harwell, 56, who is
close to death after
entering hospice care
with 'days to live'
suffering live failure

Britney Spears 'turned
down several lucrative
deals to promote
products on Instagram'

Rita Ora looks casual
in a black top and grey
leggings as she
prepares to leave the
Venice Film Festival
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stopping outfits

Kevin Clifton starts to
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debuting dramatic
shaved look as he joins
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OfficerCrabtree, New mexico, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Safe and effective, save your gran. Masks save lives. All lies.
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keithys, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Officer crabtree apologies I misread the comment
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OfficerCrabtree, New mexico, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Accepted

016
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hmmm....not so much, Dallas, United States, 4 months ago

I am shocked. SHOCKED, I tell you!! Its almost like scientists, the government and the media
conspired against us.
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IcyBlack85, Nowhere, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Wow that's news. Thank god some of us didn't fall for their lies.
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Dr.DB, Emerald City, United States, 4 months ago

make a note of it while you can before it's sent down the memory hole.

327
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Garth70, South of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol. If you read the article completely, it points out that there is no evidence for any of the
'conclusions' and debunks the findings many times. It even points out the factors that are
more likely to cause the issues and it isn't masks! You should read beyond the misleading
headline for one thing, then look for the medical studies that prove that masks work.
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Matthew_1991, Barrow-in-Furness, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Face masks were political not scientific.
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Newsaddict, LocoMoCo, United States, 4 months ago

To be fair, they were "political science."
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GingerFlawless, LeftistsHarassWomenSWF, United States, 4 months ago

Where are all the new studies stating masks and covid vaccines work? I don't see any. Matter of
fact, there aren't any. Because it has been proven this whole mess has become a FAILURE. Allow
me to show you... July 2021 CNN TOWN HALL BIDEN STATES: "You're not going to get COVID if
you have these vaccinations," and "If you're vaccinated, you're not going to be hospitalized, youre
not going to be in the ICU unit, and you're not going to die." THAT IS WHAT HE SAID. Copied and
pasted directly from the CNN website transcript. Now studies are showing that those who got
vaccinated are getting covid over and over again some at LEAST 7 times, and are ending up in the
hospital because their immune systems have been so weakend by these vaccines, just doing the
dishes makes them sick. It's now a fact of life. A pandemic of the vaccinated, as we warned would
happen. Conspiracy Theories are now Spoiler Alerts. They are coming true.
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Jackson71, Colchester, 4 months ago

The only difference between a "conspiracy theory" & fact ....... about 2 weeks nowadays...

368
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Ian Anderson , St Albans , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And still not one single apology from anyone who followed orders!!! We told them so but
the virtue signalling continues for some. Mask wearers whilst driving their cars with
nobody in it??? . How frightened must you be!!

253

fwt_2012, Fort Worth, 4 months ago

girlfriend Stacey
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feeling 'dejected'
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Myleene Klass, 45,
shows off her incredible
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very sexy plunging
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range
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'preparing to launch a
major new commercial
venture' - and it's NOT
The Tig but something
'genuine to who she is',
source claims

Jodie Whittaker sips
on a beer in an Adidas
jacket as she gets into
character with co-star
Aimee Lou Wood to
film  for Netflix's new
drama Toxic Town

Kate Lawler's husband
Martin Bojtos hits back
at cruel trolls who
criticised her weight in
holiday snaps
They are currently on a
road trip through Europe

Chloe Goodman put on
a VERY busty display in
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Doctors who required masks in their offices should have to formally apologize to all their patients, but
especially to those with lung and/or heart disease.
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MineOpine, MYOB, United States, 4 months ago

They are still doing it where I live. The local community health center has a sign on the door 
put your mask on before you enter. I'm in Massachusetts, though.
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Grant, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Quacks should resign... These masks are only designed to be worn for 15 miniutes... by peo
proper training... and disposed of / high temperature incinerated as toxic waste... any medica
person worth their salt knows this full well...
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keithys, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The idiots wearing them now are too far gone, actually seen someone the other day wearing a
blue throw away one with another one over the top
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MichaelShirt, Rotterdam, Netherlands, 4 months ago

1 in 3 people get cancer. Do. Not. Think you or a loved one will seek treatment.
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keithys, Liverpool, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yes my mum had it and no talk of wearing one to and from hospital, try reading the
cochrane review you might learn something
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MangoBear, Nuuk, Greenland, 4 months ago

I've just watched the World's Most Expensive Cruise on Channel 5. The staff are all wearing masks
and the guests are not. I've noticed this before at events attended by celebrities. The hired help are
masked up and the rich and famous don't wear masks. Interesting.
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Dr. Adam Young , Tamworth , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The amount of friends and family members who refused to speak to me during lockdown because I
didn't wear a mask or get vaccinated was ridiculous and now it's coming out that the "conspiracy
theorists" were right.
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CloverInCrimson, Moonsville, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You are wrong

510
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young009, Stayton, United States, 4 months ago

Can't even believe your ignorance

63
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adjpaa, Almost Heaven, United States, 4 months ago

Masks were about creating fear and control, not about stopping the spread of Covid. Covid can
pass right through a clothe mask that 99% of people wear and you might as well wear a window
screen for a mask. They knew all along masks did little to nothing to stop the spread of Covid. If
mask worked the virus wouldn't have continued to spread like wildfire when the entire planet was
wearing them all the time.
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tamar72, DUNDEE, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You still after all this time don't understand the virus, how it spreads or masks. That's what
happens when you listen to idiots on social media

343

adjpaa, Almost Heaven, United States, 4 months ago

You are projecting. I understand completely, it's you who is clearly clueless and like a
good little sheep, believe anything you are told without understanding how stupid it makes
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corrective surgery to fix
botched liposuction

Inside Joe Jonas and
Sophie Turner's love
story: How couple
enjoyed rock star $600
Vegas wedding, elegant
French nuptials and two
kids 

Hayley Erbert displays
her chic bikini through a
sheer white mini dress
as she and Derek
Hough enjoy a boat ride
in Lake Como during
their honeymoon

Emma Weymouth
stuns in a sheer purple
kaftan worn over a tie-
front bikini while at the
beach in St Tropez

Pippa Middleton
dazzles at friend's
wedding and displays
cryptic show of support
for beleaguered father-
in-law David Matthews
amid police probe

Celebs Go Dating's
Vanessa Feltz is called
out  for her 'rudeness'
and 'delusional
superiority' with fans all
saying the same thing
Not happy  

David Beckham
appears brooding and
tense as he oversees
megastar Lionel Messi
help his team Inter
Miami thrash LAFC in
front of glitzy crowd

Joe Jonas puts
wedding band BACK ON
while in Texas with his
brothers on Labor Day
Weekend... after 'hiring
divorce lawyer'

Carol McGiffin, 63,
ditches her beloved
bikinis as she shows off
her incredible figure in a
swimsuit

Did Victoria and
Meghan stay away from
football to avoid an
awkward run in?
Duchess and designer
left Harry and David to
attend Inter Miami game

Victoria and David
Beckham are joined by
their 'incredible' family
and friends as they help
son Romeo celebrate
his milestone 21st
birthday

Joe Swash hits back at
irritable passengers
after claiming he got
'dirty looks' while
travelling by plane with
Stacey Solomon and
their five children 

Demi Sims flaunts her
toned figure in a red
bikini and proudly
shows off her vitiligo as
she shares a throwback
snap from her sunny
getaway in Thailand
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you look. Only a N-95 grade mask or better does anything at all to stop the spread of Covid. 
you might as well wear a window screen as the virus can pass through a clothe mask just as

2
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MrMuckle, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Like all other aspects of the Covid event, it was about controlling the population. We were
frightened into obedience by manipulated statistics and falsified death rates put out by a proven
liars in government and the media. When our politicians gathered in their groups, unmasked, to eat
curry or birthday cake, they must have felt entirely safe from the virus they told us was deadly. Best
we remember the lies and hypocrisy of our politicians, when next they attempt to mask us and lock
us down over the monkey pox, bird flu or some other scaremongering tactic.
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MummaDee, Essex, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Absolutely spot on
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imjustsayingthis, Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Complete BS
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CrossroadsDemonGirl, PapaLegbas New Orleans, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

We already knew that. That's why I refused to wear one. This planned madness has to stop. The
Globalist Elite reset agenda pre-arranged the virus and the utter craziness that has followed in its
wake.
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CrossroadsDemonGirl, PapaLegbas New Orleans, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

If only you could see how blind you are to what's happening. None of these events are
accidental.......
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senordequesada, Rojales, Spain, 4 months ago

No you didn't.

80
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The Voice Back Again, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Dirty, germ filled rags. Who would have thought putting a moist warm rag over your mouth for
hours on end would allow it to breed germs...well, we did, and we told you at the time, but the
sheep just went along with it
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CisaLIE, Dudley, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

They change them every 20 minutes, just like dentists etc but they don't leave them lying
all over the ground like you filthy lot did. Maybe it was because the most severe pandemic
in history had all those bio disposable bins around and you didn't find one, oh no, the
were no bins. You're just a gullible sheep who'll be desperate to hear the emergency
alarm tommorow.
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Zimley, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

N95s are worn for 8 hours.
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summergirl1980, London , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Of course it does. You are not meant to have something over your face trapping co2. It's obvious!!
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senordequesada, Rojales, Spain, 4 months ago

Oh, dear.

200

ginelli-2022, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

3 years too late on that one. Listened to countless experts, even Fauci saying they don't work.
They're used to catch sneezes and coughs. Reduced oxygen and increased CO2 is so dangerous.
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Will never wear again.
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sick n tired, End of the world, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The craziest thing is the mask manufacturers stated on the side of the box that they gave no
protection against airborne viruses, and still the sheeple screamed at people who were sensible
enough not to wear them.
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Mrs Furious, Hastings, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I will never forget the day on a train between Hastings and Brighton when a posse of police walked
through the carriage --"have you got a face mask madam?" I didn't have and said I was exempt (
because I simply chose not to wear them). That traumatising feeling though, of somehow being in
Stasi East Germany, has not left me. I never had any of the tests, never downloaded the awful
NHS Covid app and just tried to live normally. I will never forgive those criminals for how they
treated us.
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Bisou2, Sydney, Australia, 4 months ago

@iknow... a mask won't stop you getting a virus you numpty.
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Avery007, Dandenong, Australia, 4 months ago

You still believe that cr@p Iknow? I know there is no hope for you.
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Surrealtimes, A Clowntown Near You, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

We have been subjected to the biggest psyop in history. Bad luck for those who fell for it.
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Christian Truther, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Oh there's plenty of others There have been psychological operations going on for
decades
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Sloppy_Pants, Poncy London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

No, that's what the Mail is doing.

32
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liz36, manchester, 4 months ago

They knew face masks were ineffective from the beginning. They were probably more harmful than
beneficial. It was all psychological control!
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GingerFlawless, LeftistsHarassWomenSWF, United States, 4 months ago

And many are still doing it!
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GenXGenZ, York, United States, 4 months ago

I'm a receptionist at a doctor's office behind plexiglass. I still have to wear a mask. I had routine
blood work recently and my carbon dioxide levels were high and marked abnormal on my results.
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Broadband Joe, ToyTown, United States, 4 months ago

Plexiglass, another twisted ruse to cause oxygen recycling...

026
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SPEAKTHETRUTH, Portland, 4 months ago

So an arterial blood draw is routine for you? It requires surgery. Liar.

201

scientific-inquirer, San Jose, United States, 4 months ago
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Yes, but they make liberals happy to everyone else under their tyrannical control.
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Saharalady, Bexhill on sea, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I was shouted at by receptionist at GP surgery last week for not wearing a mask, though hospital I
attended didn't require one
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DirectDemocracyNow, cardiff, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Just tell them you are exempt, that is what i have been doing since the start

015
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Tea4two, East Midlands, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Exercise your rights , educate yourself and stand firm. X

011
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larryflynt, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

File under: "Conspiracy theorists were correct again"

884
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John4642, Somewhere in Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Fiile under "Conspiracy theorists believe any old bilge thrown to them, again" If you read
this article carefully, you'll see she doesn't actually say they do cause these things,
because that would be a lie. STOP PRESS: "larryflynt from London may have a secret
love child"..... See how it works?
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larryflynt, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I may have a secret love child, and masks definitely do nothing but cause harm. Do you
still think the commonly used task masks actually stop a virus? STOP PRESS: John4642
believes everything the government tells him. See how it works?
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MummaDee, Essex, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Face masks (and all the other covid nonsense; lockdowns; groups of 6; social distancing; endless
jabs etc) was about controlling and manipulating the masses. It was nothing to do with safety or
saving lives. They were just copying other countries, so they were seen to be doing something,
anything however daft it was. We did none of it. No masks, no hiding at home, and no jabs for us
and we are glad we ignored the propaganda. The truth is slowly coming out.
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imjustsayingthis, Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Another conspiracy nutcase ...endless entertainment

567
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MrMuckle, Birmingham, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Imjustsayingthis. If 'conspiracy' nutcase is the best you can do, it's not surprising you
believe all you are force fed by proven liars in government and the media. If ever you gain
the courage or sense to think for yourself, you will realise that only the most halfwitted of
individuals don't question the Covid narrative, by now. Keep that sleeve rolled up for your
never ending booster jabs, which neither prevent infection or transmission of the Covid.
Who is the nutcase.
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r2b2, Waikiki, United States, 4 months ago

When I was forced to wear a face mask daily in an unventilated office for two years it made me
quite dizzy. Every. Single. Day. Never again.
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LondonMan, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

People were essentually brainwashed during the pandemic because the whole thing driven by
totally irrational and over the top fear. Masks were a big part of this and were used purely for
psychological reasons and nothing else. If the media, masks and signs were taken away the public
would have been no more aware of covid than they are the cold or flu. This was all before jabs
obviously.
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ashjax1030, uk, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Never worn one... they were an absolute waste of time... pathetic that so many followed. There is
no way the standard mask would stop the microorganism of the virus or anything else. Anyone with
an ounce of common sense would realise that.
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Billy Bob, Somewhere, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Masks are and always were a political control mechanism .. we told you, you ignored us, and
because you ignored us, not just on masks, but on lockdowns and the clot shot, the world is in a
much worse plave than it was before the covid con .. well done little sheep .. but next time .. just
have a think about what you are told to do, rather than just blindly doing it ..
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phillismable, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

There are 7 studies that I know of all saying the same thing, all from different countries
and different unis/hospitals. As someone who knew about the Fauci Dasoak Wuhan link in
week 3 of this whole mess, Im not vaccinated against C19 as I refused to take it when I
couldnt t find any peer reviewed papers. And as I read a lot of studies from Germany and
Australia Im seeing a huge amount of people being Vax damaged. And why not research
where the spike proteins migrate to, remember they were only going to be in your upper
arm. Safe and Effective my backside.
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beesandhumans, Norfolk, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The masks were the final straw for me - it was infuriating that people went along with it without
question despite the ludicrous rules. It was obvious that the masks didn't stop viral infection and
were used as a toolkit for mass behavioural psychology. I honestly believe the Thursday night clap
for the NHS was organised centrally too and wasn't an organic thing - it was completely
orchestrated to keep people in fear and brainwashed. Absolutely bizarre period of time that the
media has swept under the carpet.
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ordinary Christian man, Bristol, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

What a cretious reply
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isabel, france, 4 months ago

Well well well saying this three years ago but hey we were conspiracy theorists remember..now its
all coming to roost
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Alba11, Reston, United States, 4 months ago

You still are
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tamar72, DUNDEE, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yeah, all those medics dropping down. Oh wait..
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Jan, UK, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Of course, masks were all about control and stopping people communicating, isolating people from
each other and setting up aggression, the behavioural scientists thought it was great to make
people wear them when summer was at its hottest and the virus at its lowest. Basic knowledge of
our immune system is all the people need to know, that you build antibodies BY breathing the
same air, touching objects and people. The viruses breed at the back of the nose and throat and to
stop the viruses building up along with bacteria people need to breathe out unhindered, cough and
sneeze. Not keep all this muck inside a mask to cause infections in the mouth, throat and lungs as
the masks never protected against the viruses anyway. So people did need to pick up a small
amount of the virus for their natural immunity to work, which they admitted at the time was far more
effective than the jabs.
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imjustsayingthis, Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Try to understand the science of the simple paper mask.They are not close fitting ...they
do not hinder the wearer's ability to exhale. They have little or no effect on preventing
infection..they were never meant to. They were to prevent the speed of infected particles
leaving an infected persons nose and mouth. Respirator type masks do protect the lungs
...always have done. Covid isn't great with natural immunity either as more and more are
getting Covid more than once.

50

Jan, UK, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

another hair makeover
reminiscent of the
blonde screen legend

Upcoming play about
Princess Diana's
infamous BBC
Panorama interview
with Martin Bashir will
use 'very limited
number of quotes 

Real Housewives of
Atlanta: Drew Sidora
accuses Courtney
Rhodes of being
'coached' by her
estranged husband
Ralph Pittman in Part 1
of Season 15 reunion

Chloe Madeley and
husband James Haskell
dote on their one-year-
old daughter Bodhi as
they step out after
family lunch in London
Quality time

TOWIE's Dan Edgar
claims ex Amber Turner
was 'acting shady'
before their six year
relationship came to an
end - as the dramatic
new series kicks off

TRINNY WOODALL:
Yes you CAN look
beautiful at EVERY
age... and here's how!
Trinny has made it her
life's work to offer women
new inspiration

Leona Lewis stuns in
TWO gorgeous gowns
and takes to the stage
to entertain the star-
studded audience at
amfAR gala during
Venice Film Festival

Emmerdale's Rosie
Bentham insists she's
NOTHING like man-
eating character Gabby
Thomas and reveals the
unlikely reason men
approach her

Hana Cross displays
her fabulous physique
in black cut out evening
dress as she attends
the amfAR Gala at the
80th Venice Film
Festival

Michelle Rodriguez,
45, takes the plunge in a
gold-sequin nude gown
at amfAR Gala Venezia
in Italy
She joined a host of stars
at the event  

Whitney Port wears
baggy outfit for family
outing with husband
Tim Rosenman after he
declared she'd look
'hotter' if she gained
weight

Bold Bernstein drama
proves Bradley's a real
virtuoso: BRIAN VINER
reviews Maestro
A highly intelligent and
tremendously engaging
drama

Jessica Chastain is
effortlessly chic in a teal
sundress as she enjoys
an outing with husband
Gian Luca Passi de
Preposulo and children
in Venice
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mjustsayingthis Your 'science' is flawed. The people getting repeated doses of covid are thos
immune systems have been damaged by the jabs. The masks only trapped bacteria and car
inside the wearer's mouth, throat and lungs, no matter how loose fitting, now you are telling m
also meant to trap the virus and infected particles in the mask to make people even more ill i
covid. Fauci admitted that catching the Omicron variant gave much more protection with natu
than the jabs and of course, we have since learned that the jabs were NEVER tested to see 
stopped covid spreading or people catching it, so they were always useless.
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i love my land, scotland, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Putting masks on kids and even newborn babies was a monstrous thing to do. Again, the
conspiracy theorists were correct.
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MikeLi, Manchester, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Anyone still wearing a face mask is basically a moron.
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Mrs Cat Cat, Somewhere, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Tell us something we didn't already know - these things are medically and psychologically toxic.
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imjustsayingthis, Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

No you are

152
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Hopeful4674, Exeter, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Oh keep wearing your pointless face nappy then. You pathetic and compliant pillock.
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Brittunculus, Pandæmonium, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You only see them as face nappies because your mouth only emits piece and sheet.

164
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Cy Brook, South Wales, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Hopeful4674 showing some intellectual supremacy with that comment.....NOT.

73
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Sally hansen, Regina , Canada, 4 months ago

I've been saying since the incept of covid.. It's common sense. You're breathing in Carbon
Monoxide.. 1918 Spanish Flu most people died from bacterial pnemonia from breathing in their
germs.. These poor kids were in schools for hours wearing masks and some still do. Terrible what
the Elites did to the world.
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Red Johnno, Mugsborough., United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Where do you think the Carbon Monoxide come from? Serious question.

122
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My opinion 9, West Midlands , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You're not breathing in carbon monoxide, my primary school age children would
understand that! It's carbon dioxide. Basic science!

02
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GingerFlawless, LeftistsHarassWomenSWF, United States, 4 months ago

Where are all the "EXPERTS" now? Where is Fauci? Where is the scarf lady? Where is Jenn
Peesaki? Not a peep. But as these conspiracy theories keep coming true, they are distant from
their microphones and television cameras. They can't run away fast enough because they are
afraid of pertinent questions never asked during their "Reign Of Terror". And you know it. The
silence is DEAFENING. And not a single one running around refuting the new studies coming out.
Name one. Go ahead, I won't stop you. Enlighten us as to these "EXPERTS" that are still telling
you to mask up and get your faux vaccines. I don't see any, do you? You won't because admitting
to the lie they were peddling would hurt their agenda and narrative. And you still prop them up as
GODS. Just normal people who lied to you... and you fell for it.

772

GingerFlawless, LeftistsHarassWomenSWF, United States, 4 months ago

Emilia Clarke dazzles
in black sequin dress as
she receives the Nouvel
Hollywood award at the
Deauville American Film
Festival
Well done  

Will Ferrell enjoys
sunshine stroll with his
wife of 23 years Viveca
Paulin and pet pooches

Look away Clarkson!
Kelly Brook plans her
very own farming show
to rival former Top Gear
star's Amazon smash
after filming a pilot with
husband Jeremy Parisi

Lea Michele stuns in
sleek black dress as
she heads to her final
performance as Fanny
Brice in Funny Girl in
New York City

ChriseanRock
livestreams the birth of
her son at hospital... as
her babydaddy Blueface
canoodles with his
other babymama Jaidyn
Alexis in Miami

Los Angeles Lakers
owner Jeanie Buss and
comedian Jay Mohr
marry in 'intimate'
Malibu wedding (but did
they sign a prenup to
protect her $500million
fortune?)

ITV bosses 'worried
I'm A Celeb's Matt
Hancock will be booed
if reality show scoops
gong at NTAs' following
politician's COVID
clinch

Britney Spears' ex
Jason Alexander is
banned from gym after
allegedly stalking
another member
Following his arrest on
stalking charges 

Heartbroken Location,
Location, Location star
Phil Spencer took his
family to lunch at the
pub his parents were
driving to before their
fatal crash 

Kaia Gerber flashes
her flat tummy as she
celebrates turning 22
with a spa session... as
mom Cindy Crawford
shares sweet tribute to
her 'little girl'

Rita Ora stuns in a
dramatic sheer gown
and thong bodysuit as
she joins mum Vera and
sister Elena at amfAR
gala during Venice Film
Festival

Strictly Come Dancing
contestant claims the
show's notorious curse
could be a BLESSING -
but insists it is 'not in
their mindset' ahead of
debut

The Equalizer 3 takes
home the box office
crown with $42 million
while earning the
second-best Labor Day
weekend tally
Bit hit 

Who is Judi Dench's
late husband Michael
Williams? The actor
starred with the Oscar
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I ain't all that. You are probably much better than lil ole me explaining this mess but thank yo
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Fiveto, Middle earth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And the vaccine has caused some stillbirths?
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adjpaa, Almost Heaven, United States, 4 months ago

Vaers is the opposite of something being documented. It's the equivalent to an internet
survey. I am not saying these crappy vaccines didn't cause a lot of different kinds of health
problems, but to use Vaers as a source is nonsense. Anyone can report anything to Vaers
but it doens't mean it is true. I can report to Vaers the vaccine made my pen is shrink but
doesn't mean it is true. ;)
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senordequesada, Rojales, Spain, 4 months ago

Really? When I looked up the reports it was the virus and not the vaccine. Not one yellow
card shows the vaccine as being the cause but there are several that name the vaccine.
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Political robots, Cumbria , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

At least 20% of the population were hyped up enough to support sending the unvaccinated to
camps. Evil like this is committed by those who believe they are doing good.
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MineOpine, MYOB, United States, 4 months ago

I saw someone walking on the sidewalk today with no one near her wearing a mask. She was not
near a store or anything but just walking down the street alone. Even if one is
immunocompromised, I don't think a mass would serve a purpose under those conditions.
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Awakeandsee, London., United Kingdom, 4 months ago

A full mass might be overdoing it but a prayer might help.
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Dmme89, Tx, United States, 4 months ago

Glad I realized the bs from the beginning and refused to wear one.
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Banjo Bill, Ripley, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Anyone who has worked in the PPE industry, as I did for 31 years will tell you that cloth masks give
zero protection against any virus or enzyme. China is a good example of this. Everyone wears a
silly mask 24/7 and that's where covid started and rapidly spread. You can believe what you want,
but the evidence is there to see.
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Timeforsomethingnew, Sydney, Australia, 4 months ago

I was heavily pregnant and forced to wear a mask af the hospital when I was taking a glucose test.
I felt like I was going to pass out so moved the mask down so my nostrils were exposed. A covid
marshal had the nerve to come up to me and ask me to pull the mask over my nose. I felt like I
was being suffocated and refused. She could clearly see I was pregnant and turning ref but only
cared about sticking to the rules.
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Chrissiebabe, Basingstoke, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Covid marshals. Those people really enjoyed their power trips, didnt they?!
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SouthbankEm, Southbank, Australia, 4 months ago

They are still doing it here in Melbourne. I wasnt allowed into the RWH without wearing
one despite being 8.5 months pregnant and not able to breathe with one.

19

Hahahaba Bababsbs, Slaveland, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

winner on stage and
TV before his death in
2001 aged 65

EXCLUSIVE   DAVINA
MCCALL on the joy of
discovering that her
career and her own
heart didn't come with
use-by dates after she
thought she'd 'have
disappeared by 50'

Mollie King looks
effortlessly chic as she
makes the most of
England's Indian
summer in pleated
shorts and £650
designer sandals

Ashley Benson is
effortlessly chic in a
striped blazer and knee-
high boots while leaving
Nobu in Malibu with her
fiancé Brandon Davis
Stylish  

Fashion saves the
floating city! Models
Rose Bertram and
Adriana Lima join Hofit
Golan on an empty red
carpet at the 80th
Venice Film Festival 

Debbie McGee, 64,
reveals VERY unlikely
way she met Paul
Daniels - after admitting
she was open to finding
love again after
magician's death

Lady Victoria Hervey
puts on a very racy
display as she goes
braless beneath a
sparkling rhinestone
mesh dress at the
amfAR Gala

Emma Corrin displays
their bold sense of style
in green underwear and
cardigan co-ord as they
debut shaved head at
Venice Film Festival

French actor and
director Mathieu
Kassovitz seriously
injured in motorbike
crash
The actor is receiving
treatment  

Bella Thorne sizzles in
a strapless black mini-
dress as she packs on
the PDA with fiancé
Mark Emms at amfAR
gala during the Venice
Film Festival

Baby makes four!
Victoria's Secret model
Georgia Fowler
expecting her second
child with Fishbowl
owner Nathan Dalah
Happy news  

Paris Hilton dresses
casually while proudly
holding stuffed animal
prizes with husband
Carter Reum at Malibu
Chili Cook-Off Festival
Low-key appearance  

The one lesson
MICHAEL OWEN has
learned from life: 'It
takes time to find your
style'
The former footballer and
pundit lives in Cheshire
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Google thr WHO treaty they will have the power to force anything on you including forcing you to be in
with a poison any time they want
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Sunwillshinegirl, london, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

It's so worrying and hardly anyone realises. Absolute fools

25
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manyana, Bexhill on Sea, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Dangerous treaty from which we should abstain!

16
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RJL1982, Manchester, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Only stupid people wore masks

1664
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laidbacksteve, Windermere, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The compliant... This was a test.

525
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Zimley, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Smart people wore them as they understood the science.

143
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Knotlegitimit, Ukraine, United States, 4 months ago

This is great! Another conspiracy theory is true. What is that like 129-0? Way to go drones. Enjoy!

563
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SharFR, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

So they shortened your lifespan with a lab virus, an untested vaccine, lockdowns, and mask
mandates. All while saying the world is too overpopulated, and his the needs to be less people on
the planet for it to be sustainable.
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Dave R, Derbyshire, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Middle finger to all those wannabe authoritarians who tried to enforce this.

863

Click to rate

Hiker136, Hucknall Nottingham, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

A simple search revealed the peer reviewed studies regarding the effectiveness of masks
regarding viruses. The studies covered a period of over forty years. All concluded masks were
ineffective in preventing infection. The pandemic guidance from the WHO stated no masks, no
isolation. Governments ignored this and blindly followed China with pointless, ineffective,
disastrous mandates, destroying the economy and people's lives. Never forget, never forgive.
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Bill, Alnwick, 4 months ago

Many of us said something similar during COVID and were called names!

462

Click to rate

SouthbankEm, Southbank, Australia, 4 months ago

As a heavily pregnant woman myself, I rage at having to wear a mask every single time I have a
hospital appointment. I cant breathe, I hyperventilate, they wont let you in without one, I do not
have coronavirus nor am I sick, Im vaccinated, Ive had the virus three times I think we have got to
the point now where if you want to wear one do it! If you dont, thats ok, as you are taking personal
responsibility for yourself. Sitting in a waiting room with 100 poor pregnant women all masked up is
NOT good for any of us, if its not good for us, its not good for our unborn babies either. To have
stillbirth links to mask wearing doesnt surprise me at all.

661

My_own_card_itus, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

It's controversial because it tells the truth. Before the pandemic face masks were known not to do
anything. And the latest studies also show they they do nothing. They were simply an act of
compliance, and hey have harmed many by it. But those too far gone, will still deny reality.
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three women a day' at
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including dalliances
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Lindsay Lohan

The rape charges
hanging over Pippa
Middleton's father-in-
law: How the multi-
millionaire faces sex
attack claims which he
strongly denies

Sydney Sweeney
brings Hollywood
glamour to Venice in a
pink tulle dress as she
joins Ever Anderson at
a Miu Miu event during
the film festival

Files related to Prince
Andrew's numerous
business trips will not
be released until 2065 -
meaning Duke will not
face scrutiny unless he
lives to 105

Gabriel Guevara
arrested at Venice after
being subject of
international arrest
warrant stemming from
allegations of sexual
assault in France

Lily James transforms
into an Egyptian
pharaoh as she plays a
1950s leading lady in
first look images from
Finally Dawn - as the
film receives lukewarm 
reviews in Venice

Milla Jovovich looks
sensational in elegant
silk pink dress as she
attends the star-studded
amfAR gala during the
80th Venice Film
Festival

Junior Andre looks the
spitting image of father
Peter in a first look snap
for his new single
The eldest child of Katie
Price and Peter is hoping
to follow in his footsteps

EXCLUSIVE  Kevin
Costner's victory
brunch! Actor seen for
FIRST time since
winning ugly child
support battle with
estranged wife Christine

Adriana Lima stuns in
a figure-hugging black
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The Killer premiere at
the 80th Venice Film
Festival
Looking good  

Rylan Clark shares
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Linda, 71, in hospital as
he gives new health
update after her
emergency surgery
following serious fall

David Walliams
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friendship with a
Friends star as he
shares slew of snaps
from his 52nd birthday
bash

The glamorous Mrs
Sunak: Rishi's wife
dons £1,295 Claire
Mischevani green
trench coat at Balmoral
church service with
King Charles 
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Matthew_1991, Barrow-in-Furness, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

And children were forced to wear the wretched things all day at school. Disgusting.
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JOLSON JAMES, Yarmouth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Parents should have never allowed this.

115

Click to rate

Dan39, Manchester, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I got my son excepmt with a his history of croup and reoccurring chest infections. One
phone call to the school, exception card given, sorted.

05
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pickled7, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yet people still walk around wearing them and acting smug

660
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Broadband Joe, ToyTown, United States, 4 months ago

....for the first time in their lives......

12

Click to rate

Welcome to Earth, UK, 4 months ago

The science told us to wear one, and the government made us wear one???!! Everyone else with
a brain cell knew it wasn't necessary.

359
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AnOrdinaryNortherner, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

If The science cant be questioned, debated and scrutinised, it aint science.

05
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Observer Effect, Planet Earth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You serious? This was known by 'us' since before they became mandatory back in June 2020. Still
didn't wear one though, for reasons which the herd are only now being told.
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Observer Effect, Planet Earth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Plantop5320 - No you degenerate. Learn to read. I said "before they became
mandatory back in June 2020." Convid began in the UK around January '20. January to
June is 6 months. God help us all if your obvious lack of cognitive reasoning, is now
indicative of the national average.
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Observer Effect, Planet Earth, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

@Plantop5320 - Additionally, if you are wearing respiratory equipment but still dying from
Asbestosis, then clearly your masks aren't working. Strewth, why do I even waste
valuable energy attempting to reason with these morons.
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loonylin, Surrey , United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Amazing we were called conspiracy theorists for refusing to be part of a drug trial and refusing the
masks

559
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petemus1, epsom, 4 months ago

And now the minority still wear them . Sad.

225
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ReptilianOverlord, Albuquerque, United States, 4 months ago

I like that the ones to avoid self identify by masking up while driving alone with the
windows closed.
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NTAs moments ahead
of the 2023 ceremony

Adele reveals she is
attending pal Beyonce's
birthday concert but
says she has struggled
with the dress code: 'I
love my girl, but I ain't
wearing silver'

Jake Gyllenhaal and
girlfriend Jeanne
Cadieu sweetly hold
hands on date night in
NYC... after he revealed
he would 'love to have a
family' with her

Gary Oldman, 65,
kisses wife Gisele
Schmidt, 61, as they
pack on the PDA while
relaxing on a yacht in
Capri

Jenna Coleman looks
chic in a white dress as
she puts on a cosy
display with her director
boyfriend Jamie Childs
in Venice

Dua Lipa reveals her
secret to incredible sex
as she opens up about
her romantic
relationships

Montana Brown is
praised for showing off
her 'gorgeous' seven
week postpartum figure
in a patterned bikini
while soaking up the
sun in Marbella

Jimmy Buffett's
longtime friend Carl
Hiaasen says the singer
was 'larger than life' and
'invincible'... three days
after his death
from cancer at 76

Katie Price's mother
Amy 'nearly died' when
she was being rushed
to hospital for a lung
transplant as Just Stop
Oil protestors blocked
the road

Selena Gomez treats
her little sister Gracie,
10, to Beyoncé's
Renaissance tour gig as
they party with Nicola
Peltz and Brooklyn
Beckham

Kerry Katona
continues to show off
her three stone weight
loss as she slips into a
navy bikini for Marbella
getaway

EXCLUSIVE  Smiling
Kanye West seen for
FIRST time since
indecent exposure
scandal with 'wife'
Bianca Censori - as star
jets to Ireland

Dame Judi Dench
explains her love for her
'spiritual home' of
Scotland ahead of her
Countryfile special

Boris Becker's model
daughter Anna
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PunisherSkull, Wokehive, United States, 4 months ago

Conspiracy theorists right again

759
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Awakensheeple, Dundee, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yes, it's getting embarrassing for us now! I am loving it.
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Suey34, Dorset, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Read it again, no wait, let me give you something you overlooked. Facts. ' But the study
could not conclusively prove that the masks were directly responsible for any of these
complications.'
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Mr Gravity, Douglas, Isle Of Man, 4 months ago

Note to the experts: its something to do with not being born with masks on our faces.
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Pierce Dorgan, Camberwick Green, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Cisa - No, I'm one of those who believes we aren't born with p..u..b..e.s.
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Mr Gravity, Douglas, Isle Of Man, 4 months ago

Pierce Dorgan,: Are you still waiting for a mask to grow on your face?

02
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sarcasm_dispenser, Near You, Norway, 4 months ago

Not surprised. Most people with critical thinking ability figured this out 3 years ago...
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sarcasm_dispenser, Near You, Norway, 4 months ago

@Tora - She (assumed cat-lady) won't get shots in Japan. They have rejected most of the
shots due to finding metal composites in them.
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Catsarecute, North of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Article needs to report rate of stillbirths due to covid infections. People need accurate
information in order to be able to protect themselves and unborn babies. Rate of stillbirths
in Japan 1.5 per 1000. UK 3 per 1000. Ours is double their rate.
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CaliGirl7595, Whitehaven Cumbria, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Those of us that said virtually all these same things were called conspiracy nuts. Take that you
sheep!! #loyaltothefoil
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Somerwhere, UK, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

There are idiots out there still wearing this, especially older folks, for what, who knows
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Catsarecute, North of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

FFP2/3 masks offer extremely good protection against catching covid and other
respiratory infections. These people are well informed. This article is tosh. It even says in
the text their theory is not proven. DM knew their readers would like the headline and it
would get them loads of clicks though.

33

Dr. Chung Chung, LONDON, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I would agree FFP3 is very effective even against smoke and car exhaust particulates. If
people want to wear them , then that is their business.

Ermakova, 23,
showcases her jaw-
dropping figure in a tiny
black bikini as she goes
swimming in Monaco

Seal, 60, packs on the
PDA with his assistant-
turned-girlfriend Laura
Strayer at day six of the
2023 US Open tennis
tournament

James Corden looks
animated as he talks to
a taxi driver after hailing
a black cab following a
dinner date with his wife
Julia Carey

PICTURED: Pregnant
Kourtney Kardashian
and Travis Barker leave
hospital after rocker
abruptly postponed tour
to deal with 'urgent
family matter'

Barbie becomes the
highest grossing movie
of 2023 as Margot
Robbie hit brings in
$1.3billion at the box
office

Erica Mena allegedly
BIT a security guard
during a bar fight and
then lied to police about
being pregnant as she
was arrested
Facing legal problems 

Simone Biles and
husband Jonathan
Owens reunite in a
romantic photo
following gymnast's win
at the 2023 U.S
Championship

Lady Louise, 19, is
spotted taking her blue
VW for a spin around
Windsor - as she
prepares for her second
year at St Andrews

Frankie Bridge nails
high style in high street
clothing after modelling
a slew of stylish yet
affordable looks during
2:22 A Ghost Story stint

Dani Dyer shares
adorable snaps of her
twins in West Ham
football kits as they
support their father
Jarrod Bowen

Adele celebrates her
25th Las Vegas show
with sweet candid
snaps following talks
that she's 'keen to sign
up for a THIRD
residency'

Chloe Ferry shows off
her toned physique in a
tiny blue swimsuit after
reuniting with her
'cheating' ex Johnny
Wilbo in Ibiza

Adele 'keen to sign up
for a THIRD Las Vegas
residency as it means
she can be a full-time
mum from Monday to
Friday'
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petemus1, epsom, 4 months ago

Plus collection of bacteria in the masks , risk of chest infection, reduced oxygen intake etc .......
Warnings are three years too late ( but they were useful during the fear campaign ).
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ReptilianOverlord, Albuquerque, United States, 4 months ago

Id be curious to see the antiseptic environment you obviously spend all your resources to
provide to yourself and your trichinosis infected cats.
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petemus1, epsom, 4 months ago

Cats are : No its not rubbish , youd just like it to be.
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jbey, somewhere in NSW, Australia, 4 months ago

Here is the reality punch line 'they do not stop covid', the jabs have killed many people in their
prime also.
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senordequesada, Rojales, Spain, 4 months ago

Here is the reality punch line. You have no idea what you are talking about. Another
armchair virologist making things up.
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Isabel221, Buckingham, 4 months ago

We said that a few years ago, but we're branded conspiracy theorists.
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AnOrdinaryNortherner, Sheffield, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I was branded as an Extremist by my childs school :D

18
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Fifty-one.15.6, Blueprint City, Tuvalu, 4 months ago

I was branded an extremist by my own family! They didn't want to talk about it then, and
they don't now because they are embarrassed and want to forget it. So from time to time I
make sure to remind them that I still haven't forgiven them. Lol.
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CommonSenseAndLogic, Armegeddon, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Well I am ok, no blood clots and no brain damage. I did however take precautions against them. I
never got jabbed and I never wore a face covering. So simple really, I am surprised more people
didn't do it. Oh dear, how sad, never mind.
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smifta, Leyland, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

That and the jab. Spike protein that the world was assured would only be produced locally to the
injection site and would be safe and effective. The world has been lied to
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Deleted7211, Deleted, Vatican, 4 months ago

MRNA jabs were conceptually sound but in practice haven't yet been made to work as in
every test have either been too mild or made the body attack itself if stronger. Some
younger animals tested on would die of clots pretty quickly, however for the majority, their
immune systems would be weakened leaving them vulnerable to illness and if that didn't
finish them off, then cancers and other killers would quickly develop at far, far higher rates
instead. Now imagine being a country that wants to be the world superpower that only
needs to sponsor enough key people to launch and sell a targeted propaganda campaign
to get its enemy's people scared enough to take this jab and then worse still, mandate all
it's military to have that same jab too? Pretty draconian but an entirely effective way of
winning a bio war without the need for bullets being fired to win it. The CCP want to end
America's dominance as the world's leading superpower and are successfully executing
their plan to achieve it.

27

Haint Blue, Mint Julep, United States, 4 months ago

The REAL reason
behind Kanye West and
'wife' Bianca Censori's
outrageous antics in
Italy amid calls for their
arrest after indecent
exposure on a boat

The sweet revenge of
Meghan Markle's first
husband: Trevor
Engelson is now a
father, hotshot and
married to a multi-
millionaire heiress 

Christine McGuinness
shares her pride at how
her three autistic
children have coped
with their last minute
extended holiday after
air traffic control chaos

Meghan's Renaissance
look! Duchess of
Sussex pays homage to
Beyonce's stage outfit
in £445 sequinned skirt
and £1,200 heels

And Just Like That
star Sarah Jessica
Parker is branded
'greedy' for using her
own-brand WALLPAPER
in Carrie Bradshaw's
apartment

Royal Repair Shop!
King Charles seeks
'craftsperson' to help
maintain historic
Sandringham Estate

Jimmy Buffett died
after four-year battle
with Merkel cell skin
cancer at age 76... as
flags are lowered to
half-staff at
Margaritaville

Reba star Melissa
Peterman hosting brand
new game show Person,
Place Or Thing - set to
debut this fall
Person, Place or Thing
will be debuting on Fox

Royal biographer
claims Prince Harry and
Meghan Markle won't
EVER return to Britain
because the Duchess
'won't want to curtsy for
Kate'

Danny Cipriani claims
he cut his wrists after
his ex-girlfriend Kelly
Brook 'slapped him'
when she caught him
chatting up a stripper in
Las Vegas

Princess Charlene
looks awkward as she
makes rare appearance
alongside husband
Prince Albert for launch
of state's first TV
channel

They're jumping to it!
From workaday to glam,
Europe's leading royal
ladies are turning to the
versatile all-in-one to
get the job done

Have the Clooneys left
their £10m mansion on
the banks of the
Thames? Locals reveal
couple have not been
living at the house for at
least two years

Danny Cipriani claims
ex Kelly Brook cheated
on her then-boyfriend
Thom Evans with him
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What else is being woven into those (unrecyclable, non-compostable) plastic fibers in those distant
manufacturing facilities? And people STILL are putting that garbage on their face and breathing throug
day long?
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Catsarecute, North of England, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

You can reuse them. Leave them 3 days between uses. Or buy a good reusable one such as
Cambridge masks. They contain silver thread which will kill any microorganisms.
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kcawelder, elgin, 4 months ago

The masks did nothing as it was all about control.
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Ostef1, Sussex, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

This was a conspiracy theory three years ago
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Matthew_1991, Barrow-in-Furness, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

They all come true in the end.
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Skins89, Newton Abbot, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Lol, who wears face masks these days ? Oh I know, those clowns you still see walking down the
street on there own, thinking what they may catch out in the open air !!
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Bodie-Sutton32, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

We knew they weren't doing anything, we knew they were useless. I read the CDC study before
they removed it during the pandemic saying masks didn't work. We know the risk is higher due to
bacteria build up on masks. I see a child in a mask I think it's disturbing and disgraceful. I see a
lone adult in a deserted street wearing one I think idiot.
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Hawkeye, Sub-tropical South Devon, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

In America a CDC national study found that mask wearing schools were four times less
likely to suffer Covid-19 outbreaks than non-mask wearing schools.
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elizabeth parlane, Albury, Australia, 4 months ago

Oh get a grip you fool...
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ArmyGrunt11B, Killeen, United States, 4 months ago

Face masks are as useless as Joe Biden.
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ArmyGrunt11B, Killeen, United States, 4 months ago

Valid point. You can blow your nose with it too

00
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Gail the pale, wiltshire, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

well i believe alot of those things are linked to a certain medical procedure that only started a few
years ago!!
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Shonie, Cheshire, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yet still there are people out there who believe that the un vaxed kil led people. There is no
accounting for stup id.

654

petemus1, epsom, 4 months ago

And that is one of the reasons the con lasted so long ( and probably the next one )

Zendaya fans call out
her boyfriend Tom
Holland over the picture
he posted on her
birthday: 'Why are all
men like this?'

Steps star Claire
Richards showcases
her curves in daring
sheer lace catsuit as
she performs at Love
Unites 2023

Dwayne 'The Rock'
Johnson, 51, heads out
for dinner with his
injured wife Lauren
Hashian, 38, who is
seen using crutches for
West Hollywood date

Beyonce blows
through MANY ultra-
glam costumes as she
turns up the razzle-
dazzle for LA concert...
with star-studded
audience 

This Morning staff 'are
left furious as they fail
to receive invites to the
National Television
Awards in favour of on-
screen stars' 

Danny Cipriani
accuses England
captain Owen Farrell
and other stars of
running the team like a
'MAFIA' at the 2015
World Cup

Rhod Gilbert plans to
return to the stage with
a 2024 comedy tour
after receiving stage
four cancer treatment

Dannii Minogue is
every inch the ageless
beauty as she steps out
in London following
five-hour album signing

Pedro Pascal
hilariously reacts while
watching Beyonce's
Renaissance tour with
BFF Sarah Paulson: 'I'm
f***ing dying!'
 

David Walliams
celebrates his 52nd
birthday with a VERY
extravagant dinner as
he parties with Amanda
Holden, Alesha Dixon
and Michael Caine

The 'Succession-style
squabble' over
Mohamed Al-Fayed's
£1.7billion fortune: How
Harrods tycoon's death
could spark fight among
his children over
massive inheritance

Lily Allen brings her
theatre fashion show to
a close with a £3K
plunging red satin gown
after her final
performance in The
Pillowman

Geordie Shore star
reveals she is pregnant
with her first child - and
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Dr. Chung Chung, LONDON, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

That was due to misinformation spread by Dr Fauci and CDC and MSM, they still haven't be
responsible for this, they also said if you get the vaccine you wont get covid-19. Highly respo
for spreading this misinformation when they knew that neither the vaccines nor the masks wo
stop 100% of the virus.
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bicpen66, Bristol, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The government never wore them while they partied and slept with anything that moved.
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Willyoumarryme, Edinburgh, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

The government DM readers plan to vote back in?

112
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Ur Rumbled, Somewhere, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yet another article by the DM, stating the obvious, but neglecting to mention that THEY were
essentially scaring people into wearing masks, for well over a year. You can't change what you did,
DM. Trying to act like it's nothing to do with you is never going to work, people's memories are
longer than you think. And one day they're going to turn their attention towards the people who
systematically and deliberately destroyed their lives. I don't think you'll be exempt from that
process.
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Skeptical Bob, Asteroid belt, Antarctica, 4 months ago

We knew this three years ago
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Lilly-Bi-lilly6, Johnson City TN, United States, 4 months ago

And you still see people in their cars alone and masked.....

2 of 3 replies See all replies
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tamar72, DUNDEE, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Can I ask why it bothers YOU so much. Mind you're own business

142
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Stessydawn, Cheltenham, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

I know right? Hilarious!
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GetIntoTheGroove, Merritt Island, United States, 4 months ago

They're only coming out with this now? Where was this story three years ago?
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Poppiesmum, Céret, France, 4 months ago

They have known this for years and years - Fauci wrote a paper on the effectiveness of
masks in 2008 and concluded that more deaths were caused by the wearing of masks
during the 1918-1919 Spanish 'flu epidemic due to bacterial pneumonia than the actual
Spanish 'flu. They knew, all right.
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Coolfordads, London, 4 months ago

Who campaigned for all of this DM, now you've changed your tune!!
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Paul O Sullivan, kemi, Finland, 4 months ago

now if you had tried to put something like the headline on here two years ago it would never have
appeared and you would probably have had your account suspended
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slower news day, Fallujah, Western Sahara, 4 months ago

another conspiracy proven fact. theorists still batting 100%
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she's ALREADY six
months along

Jessica Chastain
dazzles in an ultra chic
rhinestone outfit while
attending Giorgio
Armani's star-studded
One Night In Venice
fashion show

Dakota Johnson looks
darling in denim as she
mingles with Ethan
Hawke, his daughter
Maya and Laura Linney
during the Telluride Film
Festival in Colorado

Taylor Hawkins' widow
Alison Hawkins steps
out with daughter
Annabelle, 14, in
support of Red Hot Chili
Peppers drummer Chad
Smith's show in Malibu

Salma Hayek
celebrates 57th birthday
with racy bikini shoot
while frolicking in the
ocean: 'I'm so happy to
be alive!'

Chris Rock escapes
Burning Man festival
after it was shuttered
due to torrential rain -
leaving behind 73,000
revelers to face freezing
weather in desert

Holly Willoughby is the
new Queen Bee of This
Morning: New trailer
portrays presenter as
show's big hitter

EXCLUSIVE  King
Charles has 'no time in
the diary' to see Prince
Harry when he returns
to the UK - while Prince
William hasn't spoken
to his brother 'in
months' 

Strictly professional
Neil Jones 'misses out
on a celebrity partner
for the SIXTH time' - as
he prepares to welcome
his first child with
girlfriend Chyna Mills

Sydney Sweeney
exudes elegance as she
joins Michelle
Rodriguez and Neelam
Gill leading the glamour
at Giorgio Armani's One
Night In Venice event

Kristin Chenoweth, 55,
MARRIES Josh Bryant,
41, at romantic Texas
ceremony with 'form of
traditional vows'... 'but
I'm not saying "obey!"'

EastEnders' Molly
Rainford reveals she's
giving co-star Bobby
Brazier 'secret dance
lessons' ahead of
Strictly's new series

Ariana Grande shows
off her quirky style
while giving fans a
glimpse at her day-to-
day in latest Instagram
post
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sarahandrews, Hemel, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Yup.
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CynicalContrarian1, Proud Pureblood, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Those who laugh last.......we tried to warn them !
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Gentle reminder, London, United Kingdom, 4 months ago

Boris Johnson and officials take off Mask the second Cameras turn off Check on YT

048
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Iggy Azalea performs
her 'most chaotic show
ever' in the rain at
Brazil's The Town
festival... after falling
over and splitting her
pants on-stage in Saudi
Arabia

EXCLUSIVE
Madonna's friend and
video director reveals
why star, 65, will never
stop working, fears she
lives an 'isolated life'
and why marriage may
not be on the cards

Amber Heard is seen
using crutches in
Madrid after injuring her
hip while training for
the annual NYC
Marathon

Amanda Seyfried
reveals she will NOT be
promoting her new
movie Seven Veils at
TIFF despite receiving a
waiver from SAG-
AFTRA

Rumer Willis holds her
newborn daughter
Louetta as she steps
out in Encino with her
partner Derek Thomas...
four months after giving
birth

Victoria's Secret
model Kelly Gale and
fiancé Joel Kinnaman
stuck in Burning Man
hell as 73,000 festival-
goers are trapped amid
dangerous weather 

Love Island's Ella
Thomas stuns in a skin-
tight jumpsuit as she
celebrates with beau
Tyrique Hyde after
signing lucrative
PrettyLittleThing deal

Olivia Rodrigo is 'very
surprised' that fans
speculated hit track
Vampire was written
about rumored feud
with Taylor Swift

Stormzy 'is planning to
propose to girlfriend
Maya Jama' after
rekindling their
romance: 'He's
determined not to lose
her again'

WWE legend Hulk
Hogan says he has lost
more than 40 pounds
after going EIGHT
months without a sip of
alcohol: 'It changed
everything'

Adriana Lima stuns in
an elegant gold gown as
she joins Lady Victoria
Hervey at Maestro's
Venice premiere - but
star Bradley Cooper is
absent amid strikes

Jennifer Garner braves
the rain as she gets in
an early morning jog
near her Brentwood
home

TOWIE series 32 FIRST
LOOK: Harry Derbidge
and Junaid Ahmed rage
at each other as they
get caught up in Ella
Raw Wise and Dani
Imbert's feud

David Tennant's most
demanding role yet:
Labour supporting
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Doctor Who star lands
seen cheering on late
Prime Minister Margaret
Thatcher in scenes from
Rivals adaptation
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